
Preface

The papers in these proceedings were presented at the workshop �RANDOMIZED ALGO�
RITHMS� held in Brno� Czech Republic� August ������ �		� as a satellite event to the con�
ference �MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE�
 This conference
celebrates �� years from the �rst conference in this series
 MFCS was created to give an op�
portunity for computer scientists interested primarily in Theoretical Computer Science� of the
Eastern and Central Europe to meet their Western colleagues
 The series conferences succeeded
in establishing these contacts very well
 After the end of the Cold War it turned out that in
spite of formal right to travel freely� rather many scientists however do not travel to the well�
known but expensive Western conferences
 Since the organizers of MFCS have shown their
ability to organize conferences which are not so expensive� MFCS has again taken the role of
the bridge between the East and the West
 No wonder that the level of submission of papers
for MFCS has been all�years high in �		�

The workshop �RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS� was one of �� satellite events of MFCS�	��
and our workshop is one of the most popular counting the registered participants�

The program consisted of � invited papers authored by Andris Ambainis Berkeley�� Gilles
Brassard Montreal� and Marek Karpinski Bonn�� and of 	 regular papers

The topics of the workshop included�

� design and analysis of randomized algorithms�

� randomized complexity�

� derandomization techniques�

� design and analysis of approximation algorithms�

� complexity of approximation problems�

� parallel and network algorithms�

� randomized learning�

� quantum computation versus randomized computation�

� various applications


The success of the workshop depended mostly on the authors of papers and the speakers
 How�
ever the work of the Program Committee also contributed at some extent
 Program Committee
of the workshop was truly international�

Setsuo Arikawa Fukuoka�� Ludek Ku�cera Prague��
Sanjeev Arora Princeton�� Ming Li Waterloo��
Harry Buhrman Amsterdam�� Andrzej Lingas Lund��
Cristian Calude Auckland�� Jos�e Rolim Geneva��



Lance Fortnow Chicago�� Sanguthevar Rajasekaran Gainesville��
R�usi�n�s Freivalds chair� Riga�� Osamu Watanabe Tokyo��
Mordecai Golin Hong Kong�� Rolf WiehagenKaiserslautern��
Juraj Hromkovi�c Aachen�� Thomas Zeugmann Fukuoka�

Russell Impagliazzo San Diego��

We would like to thank also our referees�

Andris Ambainis� Ren�ars Gailis�
Agnis And�z�ans� Antra Lukjanska�
Kalvis Aps��tis� Iveta Sala�
J�anis B�arzdi�n�s� Carl Smith�
Aivars B�erzi�n�s� Juris Smotrovs�
Alvis Br�azma� Daina Taimi�na�
J�anis C��rulis� M�aris Valdats


Without their time�consuming contribution the workshop would not possible

Printing of the proceedings turned out to be a very di�cult task
 After several unsuccessful
attempts the printing in due time became possible only after the University of Aachen kindly
proposed its help
 Special thanks go also to Juraj Hromkovi�c who has organized this possibility
and to Farid Ablayev who helped in the struggle with the computers
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